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QUESTION 1

The ABC.com network consists of a single Active Directory domain named ABC.com. All servers on the ABC.com
network run Windows Server and all client computers run Windows XP Professional. 

ABC.com contains a file server named ABC-SR24. ABC-SR24 hosts the home folders for all ABC.com users. 

After about a month the ABC.com users raised complaints regarding the unacceptable long time their home folder takes
to open at certain times during the day. 

You need to determine the reason for the poor performance. You verify that the processor and memory usage is low.
You suspect the hard disk may be the cause of the bottleneck. 

How would you verify that the hard disk is the problem? 

A. Use System Monitor to view the LogicalDisk and PhysicalDisk counters during a period of poor performance. 

B. Use Task Manager to view the page faults counter. 

C. Configure Auditing on the home folders. 

D. Use Network Monitor to view the amount of network traffic to and from the server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Mark works as a Network Administrator for ABC.com. The company has a Windows domainbased network. The network
has six Windows member servers and 120 Windows XP Professional client computers. All the member servers are
using static IP configuration. Five of the member servers work as Intranet Web servers, and one of them named ISERV
works as a Routing and Remote Access server. The NAT/Basic routing protocol is enabled to route traffic between the
local network and the Internet. ISERV\\'s internal IP address is 192.168.1.1. The Web servers\\' static IP configuration is
shown in the image below: 
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The Web servers require Internet access to display Web pages from the Internet. The Web servers are configured with
the Internet Explorer LAN settings as shown in the image below: 

The users on the intranet report that only the local Web pages stored on the Web servers are displayed. Mark attempts
to view the Web pages on the Internet from one of the Web servers, but he is unable to do so. Mark wants all the Web
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servers to be able to access the Web pages on the Internet. What will he do to accomplish this? 

A. On the TCP/IP Properties page on the Web servers, configure the default gateway as 192.168.1.1. 

B. Configure the Web servers to receive IP addresses from the DHCP server. 

C. In the LAN settings dialog box on all the Web servers, configure port 80. 

D. On the TCP/IP Properties page on the Web servers, configure the default gateway as 255.255.255.0. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are your company\\'s network administrator. The network consists of a single subnet. All servers run Windows
Server. The network is connected to the Internet through a private WAN link. A computer named Server1 provides
Internet 

access for the network. Server1 is equipped with two NICs, and Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) is enabled on the
NIC that is connected to the Internet. 

Your company employs several telecommuters who work from their homes. The remote employees require some files
that contain information about the company\\'s business operations. Those files are updated on a daily basis. To provide
the 

remote employees with those files, you set up an FTP site on a computer named FTPSrv. 

You must ensure that the users on the corporate network can access Internet Web sites and that the remote employees
can download the necessary files from FTPSrv. The corporate network must be protected against possible Internet-

based attacks. Access to the corporate network from the Internet must be restricted to only the FTP site on FTPSrv. 

What should you do? 

A. On FTPSrv, enable Internet Connection Firewall, and specify that FTP traffic be allowed to pass to FTPSrv. 

B. On Server1, enable Internet Connection Firewall, and specify that FTP traffic be allowed to pass to FTPSrv. 

C. Configure Server1 to use IPSec for all communications on the NIC that is connected to the Internet. 

D. On Server1, enable Internet Connection Firewall, and configure it to allow only HTTP and FTP traffic to pass to the
corporate network. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Ceste has been working for the client services department at a local bank in Richmond, Virginia for over a year. He is
responsible for client connectivity to the corporate network backbone. Ceste is a member of the DHCP Users group and
uses his privileges as a member of this group to gauge the status of DHCP leases and available IP addresses. Jamie is
a systems engineer for the same bank, and is responsible for the back-end configuration of all DHCP servers and scope
configuration. He is a member of both the Domain Users and DHCP Administrators groups. On Monday morning,
SERVER2, the DHCP server servicing the first and second floor of the bank, crashes. SERVER2 sits on the same
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network segment as the first floor users

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

The ABC.com network consists of a single Active Directory domain named ABC.com. All servers on the ABC.com
network run Windows Server. The ABC.com network also contains a file server named ABC-SR10. 

A ABC.com user named Rory Allen complains that when connecting to ABC-SR10, it often takes quite some time to
respond. Other users report the same problem. 

Your investigations reveal that the network interface on ABC-SR10 has a large load during times when the server is
slow to respond. You suspect that one of the network computers is causing the problem. 

How would you identify the problematic machine? 

A. By examining the event logs on ABC-SR10. 

B. By viewing the Local Area Connection status on ABC-SR10. 

C. By using Network Monitor to inspect the network traffic on the client computers. 

D. By using System Monitor to inspect the performance monitor counters on ABC-SR10. 

E. By examining the event logs on the client computers. 

F. By using System Monitor to inspect the performance monitor counters on the client computers. 

G. By using Network Monitor to inspect the network traffic on ABC-SR10. 

Correct Answer: G 
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